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KS: No lights on? 

EO: No, no lights. [chuckle] 

KS: Everything's lit up, the light's--

BO: The needle's, the needle's working, so I guess it's OK. 

KS: Oh, yeah. 

EO: The needle's moving. Who was your instructor, Kenny? 

KS: Albert Frey. 

EO: Albert Frey. 

KS: He was the first one I was acquainted with, he was hired to teach the Enfield Drum 
Corps, was back, oh, 1931. 

EO: '31. 

KS: Yeah. 

EO: Who had he played with before that, do you know? 

KS: Albert Frey? Played with Warehouse Point Drum Corps, Thompsonville Drum 
Corps. They weren' t considered· "ancient," they were more of a modem, modem for 
those days. 

EO: Yeah. Yeah, that's the corps that Fred used to play with, the old Warehouse Point 
Corps. 

KS: Yeah. 

EO: Same corps? 
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KS: Yeah. Same corps. They weren't "ancient." They had an instructor at Warehouse 
Point who had come there to live, the name was Parsons. 

EO: About when was that? 

KS: Oh, it must have been way back, 19 hundred and something. 

EO: Mmm-hmm. 

KS: I don't know just what date, maybe earlier than that, because the corps was formed in 
1880, wasn't it, yeah. 

EO: 1880? 

KS: Yeah. So, it must have been around probably that time. Parsons was a circus man, 
he'd been with the circus--

EO: Hmmm. 

KS: -played clarinet, and he was interested in music. And he got these fellows together 
to learn how to play. Because they were interested in learning how to play, and he 
was willing to teach them. So that's how they became more of a modem outfit than 
an ancient. 

EO: Yeah, he played the drum, too, this Parsons, huh? 

KS: No, he was more of an instrument--

EO: Just toward the fife? 

KS: Yeah. 

EO: Did he teach the drum, or did he have somebody else teaching the drum? 

KS: I think they had to pick up the drums from some of the old-timers that they , was 
around, a few that they knew. I don' t think he taught the drums, when he taught 
fifing. 

EO: Did he use--yeah. Who were some of the old drum corps up in this area, in the 
Warehouse Point area? 

KS: In Connecticut? 

EO: Yeah, right. The corps that you knew of or remember hearing about. 
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KS: Durkee Drum Corps in Somers. 

EO: Durkee's in Somers? 

KS: Somers, Connecticut. 

EO: Were they modern, or ancient? 

KS: They were ancient. 

EO: They were ancient. Durkee's Corps, huh. When were they going? 

KS: Must have been way back at the turn of the century or--

EO: Hmm. Never heard of them. 

KS: Yeah, Durkee Drum Corps, was Rudy Gerl had some drums that belonged to that 
corps. 

EO: I wonder if he still has them. 

KS: I think he does. 

EO: Hmmm. 

KS: Bass drums, snare drums, I think he does. 

EO: Wasn't there a corps in Tolland--! thought I remembered hearing about a Tolland 
corps one time. 

KS: I don't remember that. 

EO: You don't remember that. 

KS: No. Talcottville. 

EO: Talcottville, yeah--! remember that. 

KS: Not that I know. 

EO: Did any of the other towns have it--where was the Enfield Corps located when you 
were, you started playing. 
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KS: We started in Enfield, Enfield Street, practiced in the Enfield Fire Department on 
Enfield Street. 

EO: What kind of uniforms did you have at that time? 

KS: We had white shirts, black bow tie, white ducks, pants, and a fireman's hat. One of 
the old--

EO: Yeah, the old flat top. 

KS: The medal on the front. I got pictures of the corps in 1931. 

EO: Oh, I'll have to see it sometime. 

KS: We had quite a few in it. 

EO: Was that--was Mike Kilty playing with them at that time? 

KS: No--

EO: No, he--

KS : --no, I don' t know why it was , but he, he played in the old Warehouse Point Drum 
Corps and played around like Albert did. when Thompsonville needed some players, 
they'd go up there and they'd--back and forth. 

EO: Was Thompsonville ancient, or were they modern? 

KS: They were more of a modern corps. 

EO: Umm-hmm. Fife and drum, or--

KS: Thompsonville never had an ancient corps. 

EO: Uh-huh. 

KS : They were all modern. They strung along--of course, they had--this section's kind of 
famous for bands, more or less-

EO: Mmm. 

KS: --brass bands. Broad Brook had a band. 

EO: Broad Brook had a band? 
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KS: Rockville had a band. 

EO: Fred sent me a picture of the Broad Book Drum Corps one time. Did you know 
about them? I have that home, I don't know anything about it. 

KS: Oh, that's probably the one that was formed here back the time the VFW of 
Thompsonville was going. 

EO: Well, this--no, this was an old picture, they were wearing--

KS: Old picture? 

EO: They were wearing Civil War-style uniforms. It looked like at least the early part of 
the century. 

KS: Well, I didn't know they had one, and probably didn't last very long. I just don't 
recall that. 

EO: Mmm. 

KS: But they probably did have one out there . 

EO: How did you wind up coming over to Warehouse Point? 

KS: Oh, that's a kind of long story. 

EO: Oh, it's all right, we've got plenty of time [chuckle] 

KS: [laughter] Quite a long story--

EO: Did the other corps fold up , or did you just leave it? 

KS: Well, we kept going, we had, first we had the Hanley brothers--Hanley boys were 
fifers--and this corps just started in Thompsonville, the VFW, and they thought we 
were too slow and backwards, so they decided to get out, and they joined up there, 
the VFW, because they were making trips all, you know--of course, they had to make 
a name for themselves--and they were a drilling outfit. 

EO: Oh, that was the Triggs Post, wasn't it. 

KS: The Triggs Post. 

EO: Yeah, I remember them, yeah. 
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KS: Yeah. So when they organized and got going, they--we lost some members to that. 
Joe Connors--

EO; Yeah, I remember him, he used to sell, didn't he sell trophies and things like that? 

KS: Yes. 

EO: I remember him. 

KS: He played with us at first, then he , he went up there, and I see be wasn't much of a 
fifer, he couldn't play nothing, you k:now--

EO: He was a good businessman. 

KS: That's where he come in. 

[laughter] 

EO: There's a lot of them around. 

KS: Yeah. I know it. So, we'd pick up , oh, some members, some of the younger folks 
coming along up, you know, someone like Tommy Balf, John Smith. Of course, 
Tommy Balf, he played a little bit, then he went up there, too, to Triggs Post. 

EO: He went to Triggs Post , too? 

KS: Yup. 

EO: How about Dorrance, did he play with Triggs? 

KS: No. 

EO: No. 

KS: He stuck with us, because we didn't like that. They played so fast, and they--drilling-
-you'd wear yourself out in half an hour the way they--

EO: Yeah, it's too much for me, too. 

KS: Why, it was awful. And--

EO: Was von Deck--

KS: No way you could march to ' em, because they were going so damn fast. 
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EO: Hmm. Was von Deck teaching them then? 

KS: Ah--

EO: He was teaching them for a while, I know around 1940 he taught them. 

KS: He must have been, then. Yeah, they got a hold of him--Bob. 

EO: Bob, yeah. 

KS: Yeah, Bob von Deck. 

EO: He was a fine fellow. 

KS: Who else did they--well, they had the fellow from Broad Brook taught them marching 
and the maneuvers. 

EO: Mmm-hmmm. 

KS: All the drills. I've forgotten his name. 

EO: How about Mr. {Root]? I remember him vaguely. Where did he, where had he 
come from, as a drummer? 

KS: He come out of Springfield, Massachusetts. He belonged to the Legion drum corps in 
Springfield, they had a big corps. 

EO: Mmm-hmm. 

KS: Why, they had over a hundred in it, you know. 

EO: Oh, boy. 

KS: He used to tell me when he was playing his drum in the center of the corps, they 
couldn't even hear the bugles. 

EO: [chuckle] 

KS: So many drums. 

EO: It was just drum and bugle? 

KS: Yeah. 
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---,, EO: Yeah. 

KS: Yeah. It was a big Legion outfit, and all. They had those tin hats--

EO: [chuckle] Everybody liked them for a while. 

KS: Yeah. He belonged to that. And, they--there wasn't a good drummer in the whole 
darned outfit. 

EO: No, I didn't think, I didn't think I remembered him as being that good a drummer. 
He was a nice old man, that's all I can say for him. 

KS: No, yeah. As far as drumming goes, yeah. But, we never looked to Massachusetts 
for any kind of drum corps--

EO: [chuckle] No, I wouldn't think so. 

KS: They were just imitators, or something, I don't know. They never could come up 
with anything. 

EO: Was Albert Frey a pretty good drummer? 

KS: Yeah. But as I found out, I was--you know, they taught me and--1 was so interested 
in it, I dug into the books and so forth, and I could see where they were making 
mistakes or errors in rudiments--

EO: Mmm. 

KS: --weren't playing them the way they should be played. 

EO: Yeah. 

KS: And--

EO: Yeah. They had their own version. 

KS: Yeah, they had their own version, and--

EO: Did they all play the same way, the same time? 

KS: [laughter] 

EO: --secret, no. [chuckle] 
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KS: No [chuckle] 

EO: It wasn't as bad as Mattatuck, though. 

KS: That Patterson. he 'd make a--

EO: Oh, yeah, that's another one I remember, Matt Patterson. 

KS: --single ratamacue instead of a paradiddle. You know, he thought that was a 
paradiddle, so he go [rrrrrr] you know, and--he always did that, he never would 
change, never would make a paradiddle--

EO: Hmmm. 

KS: --always a single ratamacue. 

EO: You probably couldn' t convince him he was wrong, either. 

KS: No. He'd stick to his guns. 

EO; Had he been with the Enfield Corps? 

KS: Yeah. He was, he was one of the organ_izers, him and--and--Jimmy Hanley. What 
started it all was the town had a anniversary, I think it was 250 years, 1931--they 
started looking around for music, and there was no music anywhere. They didn't 
have a band, they didn't have a drum corps, they didn't have a thing, in the whole 
town. So they had to call on the old-timers to pat it together and patch up a corps 
between the Warehouse Point and those in Enfield. So, for the parade, they had the 
old fellows out, you know, and afterwards that what started them--incentive to start a 
drum corps. And they went around, from house to house, . and asked for money to 
back up the Enfield Drum Corps. A lot of people gave money, yeah, to help buy 
uniforms and pay the instructors. Albert taught the drumming and the fifing. 

EO: He was one of the ones that Fred bad a fight with, wasn't be? 

KS: Yes, they didn't get along together. That didn' t help matters along, you know. Fred 
didn't get along with the Freys, and I don't know, they were brought up too close 
together, I guess. 

EO: He didn't get along with Mike Kilty until they both were very, very old, and they 
finally got back together again. 

KS: Yeah, yeah. They always--they all knew each other too well, I think. 
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EO: They grew up together, huh. 

KS: Yeah. That's right. But you got all these jealousies--

BO: And all that stupidness. 

KS: Yeah. 

EO: All that stupidity. 

KS: --of throwing that stuff aside, they could have had something, you know. 

EO: Yeah. Did you ever hear of the Wapping Corps? 

KS: No. 

EO: I had a reference to it, and I don't even know where I got the reference from--

KS: No. 

EO: 

KS: 

EO: 

KS: 

EO: 

KS: 

-but they--I'd evidently heard of one. How about the Father Mathews Corps in 
Torring--in Thompsonville? 

That was a modern corps. 

That was a modern corps. 

Yeah. 

I think I have a picture of them, I got a picture of them from Fred. But--

--[ ], every Thursday here we have a men's club, and these two--let's see, two or 
three that come over from St. Anthony's Home, and I sat next to this fellow one day, 
and he would just sit there and put matches on tin cans [chuckle]--you blew 'em on 
and make lampshades--

EO: [chuckle] 

KS: --stuff like that. So, I got talking to this fellow, I says, "Where do you come from?" 
And he says, "Why, I come from Enfield. " I says, "Well, so did I." I got talking 
with him, and come to find out he was in the VFW corps--

EO: Hunh. 
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KS: --he knew Tommy Batf, and he knew all of the old men, and he knew all about the 
Father Matt drum corps. I guess they named it after this father--

BO: Yeah, well, he was a famous priest in Ireland. There were a lot of drum corps named 
after him. 

KS: Yeah. Yeah. Anyway, that was the old Father Matts. And I think that Matt 
Patterson played with them1 too. 

[mechanical noise] [end of Side 1] 
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